Visualization of fine-scale genomic structure by oligonucleotide-based high-resolution FISH.
The discovery of complex structural variations that exist within individual genomes has prompted a need to visualize chromosomes at a higher resolution than previously possible. To address this concern, we established a robust, high-resolution fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) method that utilizes probes derived from high complexity libraries of long oligonucleotides (>150 mers) synthesized in massively parallel reactions. In silico selected oligonucleotides, targeted to only the most informative elements in 18 genomic regions of interest, eliminated the need for suppressive hybridization reagents. Because of the inherent flexibility in our probe design methods, we readily visualized regions as small as 6.7 kb with high specificity on human metaphase chromosomes, resulting in an overall success rate of 94%. Two-color FISH over a 479-kb duplication, initially reported as being identical in 2 individuals, revealed distinct 2-color patterns representing direct and inverted duplicons, demonstrating that visualization by high-resolution FISH provides further insight in the fine-scale complexity of genomic structures. The ability to design FISH probes for any sequenced genome along with the ease, reproducibility, and high level of accuracy of this technique suggests that it will be powerful for routine analysis of previously difficult genomic regions and structures.